B&I Fender Trim Installation Instructions

B&I Fender Trim is an easy way to customize your vehicle and make it stand out. B&I’s Fender Trim is made using the finest quality stainless steel available and features a protective rubber seal to keep water out. Each piece of B&I Fender trim is custom molded to fit your specific vehicle. Fender Trim installs quickly and easily and comes with all of the necessary hardware. Now sit back, relax and watch as we show you how easy it is to install B&I fender trim at home.

1. First check the part number to confirm you have the correct Fender Trim application for your vehicle. Remove the fender trim pieces, mounting hardware, and instructions from the box. Without removing the plastic, place the trim on top of the box to prevent scratches.

2. Now gather your tools. You will need a drill or cordless screw gun with a magnetic Phillip’s head bit and a soft cloth or towel to hold the trim while you attach the screws.

3. The first step is to dry fit the trim to determine placement. Check the sticker on the plastic to see which piece is for which wheel. You can also look for the stamp from the factory. The stamp will say either F-L for front left, B-L for back left, and so on. While still in the plastic covering, fit the trim pieces to your vehicle to verify proper mounting location and fit.

4. Next, thoroughly clean the vehicle with soap and water and allow to dry completely.

5. Now remove the plastic cover and hold the fender trim snug to the vehicle fender with the cloth to prevent scratches. Stone guard must first be removed. Mark the placement of the screws, and then drill pilot holes.

6. With the trim in position, attach the first self-tapping screw into the top center hold of the trim, making sure the screw enters the vehicle’s metal, underside lip. Continue inserting the additional screws, alternating sides and working out from the center to the edges of the trim. Some trim packages use three screws, others up to six screws.

7. Make sure to hold the fender trim tightly in place while you are attaching the screws. Use caution to make sure the screw does not run in between the trim and wheel well to prevent paint scratches. Also, do not over tighten the screws. Repeat the process on the other three wheels.

8. Now your installation is complete. All of this can be done in less than one hour.

B&I Fender Trim is a fantastic way to add style to your vehicle. It gives you a classy look that will make you stand out. To complete the chrome look, you can add a running board, rocker panels or other trim accessories to your vehicle. Please note the procedure may vary slightly for different vehicles.